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Micro to Macro in the Social Sciences
❖ ABMs as multi-level systems

❖ May have data about either the social or agent level  

❖ Given data, how to infer f(.)?
❖ Inverse problem…
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From formal model to ABM: Agentization

❖ Given a formal model (e.g., mathematical, statistical)…

❖ How to create a comparable ABM?

❖ Migrate from a few agent types to true individuals

❖ Beyond agent-level equilibrium; social steady-states

❖ From rational to behavioral agents….

❖ …

❖ ‘Solution’ space severely constrained: reproduce extant results

❖ What can the ABM tell us beyond the original model?



From Simple to Complex Social Science Models

Model dimension Simple Complex
Number of agents Representative Full-scale

Information Global, centralized Local, tacit
Beliefs Homogeneous, static Heterogeneous, dynamic

Agent action frame Decision theory Behavioral decision theory
Strategic action frame Game theory Behavioral game theory

Behavior of agents Rational, random Empirically-grounded
Interactions of agents Indirect (via aggregates) Direct (networks)

Institutions Neglected Emerge at mesoscale
Solution concept Equilibrium (e.g., Nash) Dynamics (transient paths)

Macro/aggregate level Magnification of micro Emergent
Methodology Analysis, optimization Computational, multi-agents



Digression: Critiques of ABM
❖ ABMs not useful science because anything can occur:

❖ Agentized model vulnerable to this criticism?
❖ Extant model generates its results from assumptions?
❖ Extant model and results are brittle

❖ ABMs need theory and extant social theory is very weak
❖ Many agent specifications are sufficient:

❖ Adjudicate competing specifications behaviorally
❖ Mirror World and Digital Twin ABMs vis-a-vis Borges:

❖ ABM model runs 1000x or 106x real-time



Agentization: Supply and Demand
❖ Population of buyers, sellers

❖ Heterogeneous costs for 
sellers

❖ Heterogeneous values, buyers
❖ What happens?

❖ Textbook: (p, q)
❖ Vernon Smith: experiments, 

people don’t calculate much
❖ Gode and Sunder: ZI traders: 

little calculation necessary
❖ ABM: glass is half empty



Agentization in General
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Where is the Real World in All This?
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Conventional Rationale for Markets

Conventional

Agents

❖ Markets make everyone better off 
(increase utility), otherwise people 
wouldn’t participate

❖ Each individual is budget balanced, 
thus no wealth effect

❖ Thus everyone is made better off by 
participating

❖ Technically, Walrasian equilibria are 
Pareto optimal (aka first welfare 
theorem)

❖ Thus, globalization is a good idea 
always and everywhere!



Agentization of the WMAD Model

Conventional Agents

❖ Arbitrary, finite number of agents 
and goods

❖ Arbitrarily heterogeneous but 
well-behaved preferences

❖ Existence of market-clearing p* 
proved via fixed-point theorems

❖ Such theorems not constructive
❖ Computational complexity PPAD
❖ Alternative with ABM:

❖ Agents trade in self-interest
❖ Market-clears via Lyapunov
❖ Welfare effects: some gain, lose
❖ Caused by heterogeneous prices

❖ Are other agentizations possible?



Agentization of the Hotelling Model

Agents
Conventional

❖ Why is there a ‘diamond district’ in NYC?
❖ Hotelling: consider a beach with 2 vendors

❖ Locate adjacent to one another, split 
customers

❖ Does this extend to 2D, 3D, N = 3, 4,…
firms?

❖ Champernowne’s dissertation: not really
❖ NetLogo model library: absolutely not!  

(In <200 lines of code)



Horizon: Large Quantity of Data + ABM

❖ Until recently: existing model, explain new data
❖ Now, in some domains:

❖ There are so many data that most are not explained
❖ Existing models cannot assimilate these data!
❖ Start over…

❖ Example: 120 million workers in 6 million firms
❖ Tax data on every business firm for 45 years
❖ Grow 6 million firms in population of 120 million agents



ABMs are Sufficient Explanations

❖ Coase (and Williamson and Hart and Holmström…) 
explained the existence and operation of firms via 
transactions costs, vertical integration, contracts,…

❖ Today, with ABMs we explain firms via increasing 
returns to scale

❖ Competing explanations are adjudicated by which can 
explain the data



Summary

❖ ABMers have largely ‘rolled their own’ so far

❖ Link formal models to ABMs via Agentization

❖ Search for behaviors that reproduce extant results

❖ Relax behavioral specifications: brittle or robust?

❖ Most of the conventional ABM criticisms evaporate

❖ Developing agent rules highly constrained in a world of 
agentization



August Agentization Workshop

❖ Online event, announcement going out later this week

❖ Agentized models to be presented:

❖ economics: Gale/Shapley matching, Akerlof’s 
lemons, O-ring theory of development,…

❖ other social sciences: Yule-Simon model of cities, 
Todaro-Harris model of immigration,…


